
Chat record 

YP: The sound is good to me 

YP: Thank you! I like to mobile cage 

YP: Thank you, I like the mobile cage, I thought to making one for my geese 

CD: That graph about the percentages perennial vs annual is very interesting. Is it percentages 
based on weight, or something else? I would love to see a more detailed breakdown if that's 
available. 

PE: Yes, great graph ! 

MR: Looking great, your agroforestry project. You could probably make a whole presentation just on 
the topic raised with your annual/perennial graph, really interesting insights there. Agree with 
Martin too, we need more vegetables like Korean Giant Celery that can be harvested in winter. 

Pd: Looking forward to hearing your experiences in Denmark. 

Pd: same here. Maybe open this programma item again (i had that help before, when changing 
sound source) 

Pd: Yes, great to anticipate the succession, also in relation to the personal 

KB: 200 species of perennsial vegetables?! that's awesome! do you have a list of these? 

KB: have you buit the rabbitats yourselves? they look gorgeous! 

JP: @rowan +1 

MC: Sound is fine for me 

MC: SHows that maybe we need to do more work on winter perennial veg 

RA: Hi Tycho and Karoline and all! 

RA: Sound okay with me. 

RA: My parents' garden had an old hazel when we moved in in 1968, and the grey squirrels got lots 
of the nuts (my Dad ate almost all the rest) but also planted lots so by the time I left even though 
the orignal tree had been destroyed (they sold the end part to a 'developer' who of course 
destroyed everything) there were hazels all over. I think they had a lot of Turkish hazel in their 
ancestry. Very good nuts. 

RA: The perennial / annual vegetable graph is excellent. 

RA: Don't we all decide we want more land?! Glad your dream came true, Tycho and Karoline! 

RA: The tree 'belt' sounds like 'beetle banks' in arable fields here in Britain. 

RA: 'Rabitats'! 

RA: Agree the succession planning is good! 

RA: Thank you Tycho and Karoline - another inspiring forest garden! 

TR: Hi Tycho and KAroline - so excited to see what you are up to! 

TR: the sound seems to have cut out - is thata problem for anyone else? 

TR: sounds ok now, after closing and opening the crowdcomms site 

TR: i love the long term vision in your work with succcession. 

IH: this is great. I definetly want to come visit the next time I am in DK! Quick question: Did you 
receive any sort of financial support for establishing the gardens? And what is your next step for 
marketing produce? tak! 

TH: We apparently have the wrong time here.. 

TH: The Rabitats are home build - we designed them based on our experiences through the years ;) 

 


